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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of these studies was to measure the rates of vibra

tion-to-vibration (V-̂ V) and vibration-to-translation and rotation 

(V-»-T,R) energy transfer in gas phase, polyatomic, hydrogen bonding 
18 systems, specifically H„ 0 and NH-. Both the temperature dependence 

and effect of varying collision partners was observed. 

These relaxation rates are much faster than for "normal" molecules. 

The strong hydrogen bonding interaction and small moments of inertia 

are believed to be responsible for this. Table I gives the number of 

hard-sphere collisions, Z, required for HF, HC1, and CH, self-deacti-

vation at rcom temperature. Note that in spite of having the least 

amount of energy to transfer, CH, is the slowest to self-deactivate. 

Previous measurements of the NH_ and H_0 V-»-T,R rates, primarily by 

ultrasonic absorption or dispersion techniques, have shown that these 

rates are fa^t; however, the measurements do not agree well in magnitude. 

Reported values of NH_(v_) self-deactivation rates range from 4 to 35 

hard-sphere collisions. For the self-relaxation of H- 0(v_) the 
12-20 reported values vary between 3 and 80 hard-sphere collisions. 

By studying the temperature dependence of the relaxation rates one 

hopes to gain information on the mechanics and forces which cause energy 

transfer. The temperature dependence is an important check of theoretical 

models. 

Knowledge of these relaxation rate constants and their temperature 

dependences is useful for understanding more complicated systems of which 

they are a part. Water is a major combustion product and its vibrational 
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Table I 

Comparison of V-*T,R Self-Relaxation in HF, HCl, and CH 

Mode Deactivated v(cm ) Z References 

Ht(v= 1) 4139 70 1, 2 

HCl(v=l) 2990 7900 3 

CH, (v.) 1306 19,000 A, 5 
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relaxation affects the dynamics of the product gases. The particular 

pathways and rate constants for V-*V and V-*T,R energy transfer control 
22-25 the infrared laser action in electric discharge pumped water vapor. 

By two-photon pumping NH_(2v--) laser action can be obtained with lv_-

or lv_+ as the terminal level. The success of certain proposed 

schemes to measure the concentration of H_0 at high altitudes by looking 

at its ir emission will be determined by the vibrational relaxation 
27 rates of water. 

The method used for studying these relaxation rates is that of laser-

excited vibrational fluorescence. After the molecules are initially 

excited to a known vibrational level, the time dependence of the ir 

emission from all levels of interest is monitored. By the use of an 

appropriate kinetic model the fluorescence intensity vs time data 

yields the rate constants. 
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CHAPTER I I 

NH„<v 2 ) DEACTIVATION 

A. Introduction 

This chapter describes the measurement of Nti (v_) V-*-T,R relaxation 

rate constants as a function of collision partner and temperature. The 

temperatures range from 198°K to 398°K and the collision partners for 

which relaxation rate constants are measured are NH_, He, Ar, N„, and 0_. 

The measurements are done by the method of laser-excited vibrational 

fluorescence. A CO- TEA laser was used to pump 0- or R-branch transi

tions of the v_(±) states. The time-resolved emission from the P- and 

Q-branches of the same level was analyzed to extract the deactivation 

rate constants. 

B. Experimental 

The C0„ TEA laser is made from a Tachisto model 215 discharge head 

utilizing ZnSe Brewster angle windows to give horizontally polarized 

output. The oscillator cavity formed by a master grating and Ge output 

coupler is 120 cm long. The PTR Optics model ML-303 grating had 150 

lines per mm and was blazed to give optimal first order reflectance in 

E between 9 um and 11 urn. This allows selection of single rotation^ 

vibration laser transitions. With no aperture in the cavity the output 

beam is a recta?gle of 20 ram height and 10 mm width. An adjustable iris 

mounted in the cavity could be used to limit the beam size. A 6 mm di

ameter beam giving a uniform burn pattern at the fluorescence cell was 

used for all experiments. The Ge output coupler was uncoated and had a 

10 m radius of curvature on the cavity side and was antireflection coated 

and flat on the output side. 
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The high voltage needed for the laser excitation discharge was 

provided by a Hippotronics model R-50B power supply with its internal 

current limiting resistor removed. The discharge head itself had the 

necessary current limiting resistors built into the charging circuitry. 

The range of operating voltages was 26 kV to 30 kV. The stored energy 

was dumped by breaking down a spark gap built into the discharge head. 

This required the application of an external -200 V pulse into the dis

charge head circuitry. A circuit diagram of the variable rate pulser 

that was used is shown in Figure 1. The maximum repetition rate of the 

laser was two Hz, with - 2/3 Hz typically being used. 

All of the laser components except the -200 V pulser were mounted 

on a 12 mm thick Al plate that was 63.5 cm x 147.5 cm. A 33 cm high 

box of 1.6 ram thick Al built up from this plate and was well-grounded 

to a Cu water pipe to help shield against RF noise generated by the 

laser discharge. The only holes in the box were one to allow horizontal 

adjustment of the grating, one to allow vertical adjustment of the output 

coupler, and one for laser output. To further cut down on RF noise the 

110 V AC input to the high voltage power supply went through a Corcom 

model 3K5 EMI filter which was mounted in the wall of the Al box. 

In spite of all the precautions there was - 2 u^ec of RF pickup., 

most of which came before the laser pulse. This noise was found to be 

associated with the triggering circuitry. The -200 V pulser was external 

to the laser and the trigger pulses were input through a BNC connector 

in the wall of the laser. A small box that allowed putting varying 

sized capacitors between the pulser input to the laser and ground was 

constructed. It was found that a 1 uF capacitor greatly attenuated the 

RF noise but still allowed normal laser triggering at 1 Hz or less. 
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram for -200 V, variable repetition rate pulser 
used for C0_ 1 asi-r trij.-rering. 
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H i fn- Mi-: CO •;:, f 1 nws were- ad just ed to f>i ve maximum energy ( f Inus 

f>f 1 '•>: tf : 'i st andard cubit f er-t per hour) the laser pul se consists of a 

')') us- c FWfiM spi ke font.-i i n ing 507' of the en'-rgy fol lowed by a -1/2 „ser 

tail font a i n i ng t he rest . By reduc i n;- : !;*• N.( f low and increasing the 

CJK, •II n! !k M iiws i r i:, puss i b] e to t-\ imi nate the tail. Runn ing t hi-

laser mi tin- <(){)' \)-(()2"(}) H(\b) transition and using He:C0 :N flow 

rates n! K':10:'l standard cubit feet per hour gave pulses with 30-50 n ' 

of em-rgv and a bO nsei FWHM spike nmt,iinin^ *HY/ of the energy. For 

the experiments using the rn0'!)-(10 U) R(-S) and (00' 1)- f 10' 0 > Fi'Uj 

lines similar flow rates were user! and the pulse energies varied between 

V> r ! and 7"» m.l. In all cases the laser pulse shapes were checked with 

a phot • m drag deter-tor and smal1 ad justments in the flows made to give 

s L a!» 1e out put with the sharp pulses described above. 
28 Tiie (00 1)~(02 0) K(U.) C 0 7 laser transition has he. shown to 

[jump t iie aK (': ,0) 1 i ne of the • 7 fundamental vi brat i on bar. of N'H . The 
29 30 

spec I roscop i <• data of Shimi zu and Car ing et ai . show t hat the 

(fiij 1)-(10 0) R(h) and R ( K ) laser lines pump the sQ(5,4) and aRM,!) 

tr;in.sit ions , respee t i ve] v . 

The s i ngle shot signal-to-noi se (S/N) was never adequate for 

analvsis. Averaging between 100 and 200 shots gave S/N ^ 10. The signal 

avcrag i ng system consisted of a Biomat ion 8)00 transient recorder, a 

Tracor-N'orthern NS575 or NS575A digital signal analvzer, and a Hewlett^ 

Packard 7004B X-Y recorder. The fastest sampling rate of the transient 

recorder was 10 nsec per point. To establish the baseline well the 

sampling rate could be switched at a variable delay after the initial 

trigger. In most cases traces were recorded on 1/2 of the digital 

and!yzer memory, or 1024 points. The first 800 points were recorded at 
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10 or 20 nsec- per point and the rest at 0.5 or i.O t.sec per point. A 

Rolfin model 7413 photon drag detector provided triggering for the signal 

averaging system as well as providing a check of the laser pulse shape 

in t ime. For the fast laser pulse used it was necessary to ampli fy 

the photon drag signal to ~1 V peak in order to get stable triggering 

of the transient recorder. 

The inirared detector used was a liquid He cooled 5 mm x 10 mm 

CIKWL- photoconductive detector. The devar holding it and the xl 

impedance matching amplifier mounted on the dewar have been dt cribed 
31 previ ousl ••'. The detec tor is mounted such that the can i rself provides 

the ground return and one lead provides the detector bias voltage and 

signal output. A 10 k.. load resistor is mounted outside the Dewar in 

tin- ropper box containing the xl amplifier. A Keithley model 104 wide

band amplifier is used to amplify the signal xlOO before signal averaging. 

The response time of the detection system using the 10 k.'. load resistor 

wa.i 1 80 nsec . 

The Dewar used has mounts for two 1" diameter substrates, one the 

same temperature as the detector and one liquid K„ cooled. A 2 mm thick 

BaF„ window was in the detector temperature mount and usually nothing in 

the liquid N~ cooled mount. For most experiments the ir interference 

filters were used externally. 

For the 293 t 2°K measurements the pyrex fluorescence cell, which 

was 25 cm long and 2.5 cm in diameter had Brewster angle ZnSe input and 

output windows to minimize scattered light. The excitation beam was 

single passed through this cell and onto the photon drag detecto*". There 

were 2.5 cm fluorescence viewing windows of NaCl in the top and bottom of 

the cell. A 2.5 cm focal length parabolic mirror directed the fluorescence 
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cnmi ng nu: the hot torn wi ndow back toward the detert ion system. A 5.1 cm 

d i am.tcr (/1 NaCl lens col 1ected and focused the fluorescence onto the 

clcli-rior. nne-Lo-one imaging was used. 

The measurements at 198 * I K and 398 • V'K were done with a dii-

f cri'iit f 1 unrest-enre cell. It was 22 cm 1 ong, 1.9 cm in diameter, and 

had <>n 1 v one f 1 unrest- en i e vi ewing wi ndow. The laser input and f luore-,-

ceru e viewing windows were- made of 2 mm thick Bal" . A BaF rear window 

wiili .i go] d coal i ng on the i nnt-r surface gave two passes of the exc i -

Lai inn beam. All t hie windows were mounted with EPO-TEK H-77 high temper-

at lire fpoy.v . The brass , f'aF, , and epnxy all have very simi lar coeff i-

c i ent s wl t hermal expans i un, and thus minimi zed the chance of break ing 

tli>- windows when the cell was cooled or heated. The cell and an asbestos 

coated steel can into which ir could he mounted are shown in i ~lp,ure 2. 

Measurements at 198 K were done by f i]1ing tlie dewar with a drv 

ii •/•'ih.nii'i baih. Tlie '39H K measurements were done using a Haake model 

["] const ant temperature circulator that had Dow Corning 5 50 s i1icone oil 

as the heat transfer fluid. The temperatures were measured with an 

Omega model ITA 3 5.! 3 calibrated thermistor. For both the 1 9R K and 

39H K experiments dry N^ was flowed thruugh a Cu coil immersed in the 

Dewar and then over the laser input and fluor* scence windows to prevent 

fogging and to minimi ze temperature gradients across the windows. 

Difierent sets of interference filters were used for cutting out 

scat tered light from the differing excitation lines. They are placed 

in metal holders which are taped directly to the base of the detector 

Dewar. For experiments using pumping by the (00 1)-(02P01 R(16) line 

two OCT-1 wide band pass fiIters were used. One of them, WI1680-9, had 

half-power points at 770 cm and 960 cm , 1% transmitting points at 
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Figure 2. Cell used for 198"K and 398fJK NH measurements. The cell 
body is made of brass and is 22 cm long, from BaF„ input 
window to rear reflector. A telescoping Cu pipe, not shown 
in the figure, formed a dead air space between the fluor
escence window shield and the NaCl collecting lens. A 1" 
I.D. Cajon Ultratorr connector provides the liquid tight 
connection between Llie steel can and cell. 
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750 cm and 985 cm , and >80% transmission from 940 cm to 790 cm 

The other, W11724-9, had half-power points at 780 and 970 cm" , IX 

transmitting points at 755 and 990 cm , and ^85% transmission from 795 

to 950 cm . This combination of filters transmitted most of the P-
30 and Q-branch lines of the NH„(v„) band. For the experiments which 

used (00r'l)-(10D0) RC6) and R(14) pumping, two 0CL1 long pass filters 

were used, L10832-9 and LI 1382-9. They had cut-on frequencies (5% 

transmitting) of 920 cm and 880 cm , respectively. The former had 

'•'75/'. transmission from 890 to 655 cm and the latter had .-85% trans-

This combination transmitted most of the 

P-branch of the NH., (v„) band. For all the experiments the liquid He 

cooled 2 mm BaF„ in front of the detector eliminated frequencies less 

than 650 cm 

The fluorescence cells were connected to a glass and Apiezon-N 

grease vacuum manifold. The manifold plus either cell could be pumped 

to less than 10 torr. A Celesko pressure transducer was used to 

measure pressures *"5 torr and a Hg manometer used to measure higher 

pressures. To minimize uncertainties in the NH_ pressure, the system 

was first saturated with NH. and then allowed to equilibrate until the 

pressure decreased less than 2% in 15 minutes. At that time the desired 

buffer gas was added and allowed to mix until successive rraces 15 

minutes apart gave the same result. This ranged from 1/2 hour for 

p < 25 torr to >2 hours for p > 100 torr. 

The NH- used was Matheson anhydrous grade with a minimum purity of 

99.99%. The buffer gases were Matheson research grade of the following 

purities: Ar, 99.9995%; He, 99.9999%; N ^ 99.999%; 0^ 99.99%. In 

addition, the Cu connecting line to the buffer gas tanks had a loop 

immersed in liquid N_ during the course of the experiments. 



('.. Result and Analysis 

The fundamental of the v ? vibration of N'H actually consists of t^o 

stat es, one wh i <•• h is symmetric f+) with respect to inversion and one 
32 

whitti is asvmnciric (-). Since the two levels are separated by only 

about 3rj cm fur t lie fundamental , the ir fluorescence cannot be resolved. 

Thi-y will be treated as a single level of 950 cm frequency, the 

average ot the + and - states. 

found that the S/N nf the fluorescence increased as some power of the 

NT! pressure greater tlian one. Four torr of N'H. gave a S/N of -10, but 

there- was n 1 so 1 ong t irne f 1 uore ̂ ence and shock waves due to sampl e 

heat ing. l-'i gure 3 shows such a t race. Thi s is not surpri sing in I ight 

of what is known about the overlap of the C0„ laser lines with the 

NH_(..,) absorption frequencies. The ce: * er frequencies of the laser 
29,30 line and absorption lines are separited by several Doppler widths 

so that their coincidences are probably on the tails of the Lorentzian 

absorption profiles. In this case the absorption cross section will 
33 increase linearly with pressure. Taking account of the simultaneous1y 

increasing number density, one would expect that the absorbed energy, 
2 and thus fluorescence, would increase as p NH„ 

The sample heating can be treated in a manner similar to that used 
34 

for the low frequency bends of CD, by Zittel and Moore. An analysis 

similar to theirs shows that the fluorescence intensity is given by 

( 1 " & e 

( 1 + ' ' ) ( k N H 3
P N H 3

+ 1 W 
1+T (1) 

where Y is the ratio of the heat caj^city of the v_ mode of the NH„ in 

the sample to the total heat capacity of the sample. This result assumes 
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Figure 3. Fluorescence intensi ty vs time for 3.8 torr NH_. Note the 
shock wave peaks around 10 usee and 18 Msec. 
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that the V-*-T,R processes occur rapidly compared to energy losses out of 

the excitation volume, i.e., neglects heat diffusion to the walls and 

uses heat capacities at constant volume. It is seen that the initial 

intensity will decay not to zero but to Y/(1+Y) of its initial value. 

950 cm , Y / U + Y ) is found to be about 10% for pure NH-. An effect on 

the order predicted was seen in pure NH_ samples. 

The use of a buffer gas can effectively eliminate the effect just 

described. For an inert gas/NH_ mixture with X.,.. = 0.05, Y / O + Y ) is 

only about IX. All of the samples used to measure the relaxation rate 

constants have X^ < 0.05 so the effect was negligible. 

An estimate of the heating was made for a sample chat should show 

one of the larger effects. It had X ^ = 0.05 with p = 0.377 torr 

and p = 7.55 torr done at 293°K. For a 0.5 torr sample of pure NH_ 

and laser pulse energies of 50 mj the data of Chang and McGee on 

absorption of the 00°l-02°0 R(16) laser line show that the excited 

volume should absorb about 0.1 mJ. Added buffer gas will increase this 

due to increasing the Lorentzian absorption tail. Using this 0.1 mJ 

figure plus empirical comparisons of pure NH- sample fluorescence to 

those with added buffer gas indicate that 0.5 mJ is a very safe upper 

limit on the energy absorbed by the X^ = 0.05 sample. Assuming all of 

the absorbed energy goes into heating of only the excitation volume and 

using heat capacities at constant volume gives an upper limit on heating 

of this sample of 13°C. Nearly all of the other samples measured would 

have significantly less heating. Most importantly, for none of the data 

used were there any significant long time fluorescence tails. 



To summarize this discussion, the reasons for measuring the relax

ation rates in mixtures are twofold. One is that the use of a buffer 

gas prevents unwanted heating effects. The other is that pressure 

bm.idt-n i ng bv the buffer gas increases absorpt ion on the Lorentzian tail 

and thus gives better S/N. Note that in the case of adding a buffer gas 

the heat c/npacity increases more rapidly than the absorbed energy so 

tlit.-re is nn runaway heating as for pure NH_. 

The method of analysis of the data is quite straight forward. Since 

unly one exc i ted level is i nvolved, after the initial excitation the 

fluorescence intensity (and therefore excited state population) decays 

as a single exponential 

(2) 

The li fetime - for a samp]e is measured from the slope of a plot of 

logF vs t. figures h and 5 show a fluorescence trace and its log plot 

for a sample at 293 K. The lifetime is related to the parameters of 

interest by the equation 

i ;" T ' ( k N H 3 ' V ^ 3 + kM < 3 ) 

where p is the total pressure, k the NH. self-deactivation rate 

constant , k the buffer gas deactivation rate constant, and X^ the 

mole fraction of NH-. By plotting 1/pT vs X.ru for a series of mixtures 

with M, k and k are given by the slope and intercept. 

For a gi ven temperature it was not necessary to do a full 1/pi vs 

>L plot for all the buffer gases studied. Initially, such a set of 

data would be taken for one or two of the buffer gases. The value of 

k and the appropriate k^ was obtained by linear least squares fits of 
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Figure U. Trace of fluorescence intensity vs time for an Ar/NH 
mixture at 293&K. 
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Figure 5. Trace of log of fluorescence intensity vs time for data 
of Figure h. 
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the data in which each point is weighted by l/o., with a. a (1/pi.). 

For the rest of the buffer gases only data at low X were taken. The 

value of k_ was calculated from each mixture using Equation (3) and the 

results of 4 to 7 mixtures averaged to give the reported value for k_. 

In estimating the uncertainties of the NH_(v_) deactivation rate 

constants, account was taken of the effect of possible systematic errors 

in the NH„ pressure. For all of the k„„ 's the standard deviations 3 NH-, 
estimated from the least squares fits were 4% or less. To take account 

of the effect of NH. pressure uncertainties on k ™ we note that for 

the high mole fraction points that are the most important, k^ ~ 

l/pi)C . The random uncertainty in the 1/px values is estimated to be 

5%. The uncertainty in X ^ (i.e., in p ) is estimated to be 10%. 

This estimate is gotten from H_0 experiments where it was possible to 

measure the self-relaxation in pure H„0 and in mixtures. The rate con

stants from pure samples and from mixtures were compared. This showed 

that 10% is a reasonable estimate of the possible error caused in L 

due to adsorption or desorption of H_0 when the buffer gas was added. 

Since the effect should be no larger for NH_, 10% was also used as the 

uncertainty in X ^ . Using this plus the 5% 1/pT uncertainty gives a 

+15% uncertainty in k . 

The uncertainties in the k^'s were estimated using k~, = 1/pT -

k^ X^ since in all cases k << k . This gives 

A k M - A ( 1 / P t ) + i ( k K H 3
X N H 3

) - ( 4 ) 

For each mixture from which a k^ was calculated a Ak^ was estimated using 

5% of the 1/pT value for A(l/pt) and 25% of the k^ X value as the 

A(k X_ ). This procedure takes account of the effect possible 



svstemrit i c errors in k.,,, and X.,,, could have on the- k ' s. The un-

certainty reported for a gi von k w is the average of one Ak ' s. In the 
M M 

i .ist- of k M's gotLen from least squares fits, the Invest JC points were 
3 

used to est invite the .'.k ' s as just described, 

The data for determining k as a f tine t ion of temperature are 
3 

Kimwn in the ]/]>• vs X plots of Figures 6-9. While taking the 198''K 
3 

and ?9VK data a check was made to see if any dependence of the relaxa
tion r.ites on rotational state could be observed. If there were such an 
elfeii it would nost likelv he observed at higher X values where there 

3 

the buffer gas no effect is observed, as illustrated in Figure 6. Some 

additional measurements with Ar ;n 293 K, not shown in Figure 8 were 

also done. A sample with p = 0.377 torr, p. = 7.17 torr and thus * [ ::H Ar 
X = 0.r)0 was studied using all three of the possible excitation lines, 

t'sinp, tlie previously measured k , all of the measured T'S gave values 

of k that agreed with the value from Figure 8 within 10?!. Since the 

S/N for these experiment s is not as good as for much of the data, this 

difference is not significant. 

To he sure that the observed fluorescence was due to >•_ fundamental 

and not hot band fluorescence, an experiment was done with a 4 cm gas 

filter cell containing ~ 170 torr of NH~ between the t.uorescence cell 

and detector. The peak fluorescence intensity seen with NH, in the 

filter cell was about 3Z of that seen with the cell empty for a sample 

containing 0.67 torr of NH„ and 66 torr of Ar. Thus population of 

higher levels is not sufficient to interfere with the v„ fundamental 

fluorescence analysis. 
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Figure 6. NH (.,) deactivation in mixtures with N, at 198°K and 398°K. 
The x's are at 398'K using (00°1)-(02°0)R(16) excitation, 
and give a slope of 0.65 usee torr and an intercept of 
0.011 usee torr . The solid points are at 198°K and 
give a slope of 2.3 usee torr and an intercept of 0.0091 
usee torr . The excitation lines for the 198°K data are: 
• - (00°l)-(02°0) R(16); • - (00°l)-(10°0) R(6); and 
A - (00°1)-(10°0) R(14). 
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Figure 7. NH (.• ) deactivation in mixtures with He at 198CK using 
(Ci0"])-(10°0) R(U) excitation. The slope is 2.5 usee" 
torr and the intercept is 0.0056 psec torr 
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Figure 8. NH.(v_) deactivation in mixtures with Ar at 293DK using 
(00'J l)-(02°0) R(16) excitation. The slope is 1.3 ysec" 
torr and the intercept is 0.0059 ysec torr 
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Figure 9. NH_(._J deactivation in mixtures with He at 293°K using 
(00"1)-(02'0) R(16) excitation. The slope is 1.2 usee" 
torr and the intercept is 0.0093 usee torr 
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The low X^ data from which the remaining k̂ 's were determined 

are shown in Figures 10-12. The NH-. pressures used ranged between 

0.08 torr and 0.25 torr and the ^ 's between 0.00066 and 0.029. The 

lines drawn on the figures have a slope .jqual to the average value of 

k. from all mixtures and an intercept of zero. 

A summary of all the measured NH_(v) deactivation rate constants 

along with their corresponding cross sections and probabilities is given 

in Table IT. 
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Figure 10. Data for NH,(0 deactivation by Ar and 0, at 198'K. 
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Figure 1 1 . Data for NH (v ) deactivation by 0 and N_ at 293'K. 
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KiRuri' 12. Data for NH,(.',) deactivation by He, Ar, and 0 at 398'K. 
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M T("K) k(iisec torr ) k (cm mo 11' c u V 
1
 Soc-S '(A2)'' P'1 

NH 198 2.4 t 0.4 (4.9 + 0.7) X • o- 1 1 6.a 0.22 NH 
293 1.3 t 0.2 (3.8 • 0.6) X i o - u 4.4 0. 14 
398 0.6! ± 0.10 (2.7 • 0.4) X IO- 1 1 2.7 0.08 5 

He 198 (5.6 ± 1.0) x 10" 3 (1.1 + 0.2) X io- 1 3 0.010 4.4 x 10""4 

293 (9.3 ± 1.0) x 10" 3 (2.8 ± 0.3) X JO" 1 3 0.020 S.8 x 10~" 
398 (1.0 ± 0.15) x 10~ 2 (4.1 ± 0.6) X ID' 1 3 0.025 11 x 10 _" 

Ar 198 (3.5 ± 1.0) x 10' 3 (0.7 t 0.2) X io- 1 3 0.012 4.2 x 10-" 
293 (5.9 ± 0.7) x 10~ 3 (1.8 + 0.2) X lO" 1 3 0.025 8.7 x 10 _" 
398 (8.6 ± 0.7) x in" 3 (3.6 t 0.3) X lo" 1 3 0.043 15 x 10"" 

N2 198 (9.1 ± 1.4) x 10~ 3 (1.9 + 0.3) X ID" 1 3 0.030 a. 5 x 10~" N2 
293 (1.2 ± 0.13) x 10' 2 (3.6 + 0.4) X lo" 1 3 0.047 15 x 10"" 
398 (1.1 ± 0.1) x 10~ 2 (4.5 + 0.4) X io" 1 3 0.0 50 16 x 10"" 

°2 198 (7.5 t 1.2) x 10" 3 (1.5 + 0.25) x 1 0 " 1 3 0.025 8.6 x 10"" °2 
293 (1.4 ± 0.14) x 10' 2 (4.2 ± 0.4) X i o - n 0.056 19 x in"" 
398 (1.5 ± 0.12) x 10" 2 (6.1 i 0.5) X ,o- n 0.070 24 x 10"" 

Calculated using the molecular diameters d„„ = ). 1"" A, d., 
NH He 

d„ = 3.15 A and d„ = 2.93 A. ~ = k/v. N 2 0 2 
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CHAPTER TIT 

H * 80 DEACTIVATION STUDIES 

A. Introduction 

The experiments described in this chapter are studies of tht- V-V 

and V-T,R relaxation rates of H 9 0 using the method of laser-excited 

vibrational fluorescence. The first set to be described was done at 

mora temperature using a relatively low power Nd: YAG pumped opt ical 

parametric oscillator (OPO) to provide tunable ir with which the 

asymmetric stretch, v_, could be excited. Fluorescence is observed 

from the coupled -J t v_ stretching mani fold, from the bend overtone 2. -n, 

and from the bend fundamental v„. 

There are a number of purposes for the mom temperature studies. 

The first was to provide more data for the calculation of the total 

deactivation rates of the vibrational levels involved. Much data on 
31 this had already been taken by Finzi. In addition, measurements of 

the relative fluorescence intensities from 2 v. and v were done and 

analyzed to give qualitative information on the branching ratios of the 

various V->V pathways. Finally, measurements of the quenching of the 

stretching levels by N_, 0„, and CO- were made because of their importance 

in atmospheric problems. All of these are described in Section B of 

this chapter. 

Section C of this chapter describe? studies of the temperature 

dependence of the total deactivation rates of v. , v_ and 2v„ from 250 K 

to 400CK. A newer more powerful Nd:YAG pumped OPO was used to make these 

measurements. 



B. Room Temperature Measurements 

1. Experimental 

Most of the ex per intent a 1 set-up has been desc r ihed previous 1 y , 

and only a summary of the most important features will be given here, 

Because of the difficulty in try in}', to eliminate atmospheric H 0 

from the 0P0 cavity, H 0 was used for these experiments. The vibra

tional frequencies * of H„ 0 and H„ 0 for the levels of interest 

differ at most bv 15 cm , implying that their vibrational energy trans

fer rates should be similar. 

A Chromatix mode] 1000E Nd:YAC laser was used to pump the 99 

phase-matched, tempera tare-tuned, OPf). A Fabry-Perot etalon with a free 

spectra1 range of 1,4 cm and a fint^su uf \H at 3850 cm was used in 

the OPO cavity. Thi s increased the power per cavity mode and the fre

quency stability. In addition, since only one cavity mode overlaps an 

absorption line and that one is essentially completely absorbed, de

creasing the power and number of nonabsorbing modes decreases the scat

tered light. The ctalon restricts oscillation to less than four cavity 

modes spaced by 0.025 cm . The OPO output near 3800 cm consisted of 

70-100 nsec pulses (FWHM) at either 45 or 75 Hz and 5-10 uJ in energy. 

Roughly 15/i of the beam was split off and sent through a spectrophone 

cell containing 4 torr of water vapor to allow continuous monitoring of 
31 the wate*- vapor excitation. Finzi s previous results had found no 

dependence of the relaxation rates on the initially excited rotational 

state. Therefore, all measurements looking at 2v_ or v_ were done 

exciting on the strongest v line at 3839.8 cm . For the experiments 

observing v. fluorescence, excitation was on the v line at 3730.6 cm 
35 The assignments of these transitions have been given by Fraley et al. 

All experiments were done at 20+ 2°C. 
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The signal averaging system was the same as that used for the NH_ 

experiments described in Chapter II. 

The infrared detector was a 3 mm x 10 mm Cu:Ge photoconductive 

detector cooled to 14CK. In conjunction with an SBRC model A320 cur

rent feedback amplifier it had a risetime of 80 nsec . The Dewar contain

ing the detector had a liquid N„ cooled, rotatable filter wheel capable 

of holding up to six 2.5 cm diameter interference filters. An addi-

tional filter was placed outside the detector Dewar. For observation 

of - 9( vo =1-0) or 2v_(v =2-1) fluorescence a long wavelength pass 

filter with a 2000 cm cut-on was used externally. A wide pass filter 

with FWHM of 600 cm centered at 1500 cm was used inside. For obser

vation of .... fluorescence a short pass filter with a cut-on of 3750 cm 

was used externally. A wide pass filter with a FWHM of 1100 cm 

centered at 4290 cm was used inside. A 5 cm diamter f/1 CaF- lens 

focused light from the fluorescence cell onto the detector. 

The fluorescence cell was rectangular with reflecting mirrors of 

ThF_-overcoated silver to allow multiple passing of the excitation beam. 

The fluorescence transmitting windows were made of CaF . The combined 

leak rate of the fluorescence cell and glass and Apiezon-N grease vacuum 
-4 manifold was 5̂ x 10 torr per hour. The space between the fluorescence 

cell and detector was purged with dry N_. A 4.4 cm long gas filter 

containing about 20 torr of water vapor was inserted in this space to 

block ,„ fluorescence for observation of 2v? fluorescence alone. 

For experiments in which relative fluorescence intensities were 

measured the 4.4 cm filter cell was replaced by a 15 cm long evacuable 

filter cell that also held the collecting lens. It filled all but 5 mm 

of the distance between the fluorescence cell and detector. The lens 



hcliit-r/f i ] [ i.-r cell was first evacuated and the total jy plus 2;_ fluor-

(•'-.'• *-n r .- was observed. Then it W H S f i 11 ed with 13 torr of H_ 0 and the 

2 , f1unresten re a 1 one was observed under ident i c a I condit ions. Only 

p.iirs r( ir;if i-s for which tht* amplitude of the spectrophone cell signal 

v.irh-r! hv less than 77 from the mean value were used. After both traces 

wt-ri- laW-n the H 0 in the lens holder/filter cell was frozen out and 

t hi- eel! re-r vacua ted before the next pai r of traces was taken. 

'Hi i- sL ron>', adsorpt i on of war. er vapor on surfaces requi res spec ial 

(.art- in pressure measurements. I-or pure H O a Cel esko pressure trans

ducer cont iminus 1y moni tored the pressure. Only data for which the 

pressure changed • 'IX were used. For mi x Lure experiments, the partial 

pressure of water vapor was held constant by equilibration with water in 

a cooled s idearm whose temperature was controlled to 10.05'C. The 

partial pressures of the H O in the various mixtures ranged between 

0.28 and 0.43 torr. 

The H_ 0 used was distilled from a sample that was >952 0 water 

and that had been degassed in three freeze-thaw cycles. The other gases 

used were of the same purity as those given in Chapter II. 

2. Kinetic Model 

The energy levels involved are shown in Figure 13. The rate pro

cesses involved and the derivation of the needed equations will be 

summari zed in this section. 

For H_0(^ 9), level 1, there is only one deactivation channel 

H 20(v 2) + M — ^ - > H 2 0 ( 0 ) + M + 1588 cm" 1 (5) 

where M is any collision partner, including H„0. H„0(2v„) may be 

deactivated by 
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Figure- 13. Energy level diagram for H 0. Laser excitation (heavy) 
and fluorescence are indicated by vertical arrows. 
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k n - ] 
H,0(2..,) + H,n(0) -2H,0(,,) - 31 cm (6) 

k21 -1 
H n(2.,) + M >H t)(. ) + M + 1157 era (7) 

k ->0 -1 
H.,0(2..,) + M 11,0(0) + M 4 3 H 5 cm . (8) 

The stritchin^ levels can transfer enerjr. to anv of the lower love-It 

H,f)(s.trctch) + >: ---2— K,(><2 . ; + « + 59fi cm ' (9) 

k.. 
ll./K-iret'h) + !loi)(0) - --- 2H,()(.,) + 565 cm" (10) 

k • 1 - 1 
H,0('.rretrh) + M --'—'H,0(v ) + M + 215') cm (11) 

k _ 
H.,0(stretch) + M --—-> H 2O(0) + M + 3741 cm . (12) 

The value of i indicates which stretching level is involved with i= a 

implying .< , i= 5 implying ;.., and i = 3 implying the two stretching levels 

treated as a reservoir. The AE's given are for J_ and would be 92 cm 

less f' r -.. Since the band centers of v and v are separated by only 

92 cm , energy transfer may occur in both directions 

M + H 2 0 ( ^ ) r

 i h > HjOO^) + M + 92 cm ' (13) 

Except for (13) all processes are considered to proceed in the for

ward direction only- This follows from the large energy discrfpancies 

and/or small populations of excited molecules. All radiative decay rates 

are at least three orders of magnitude slower than the measured 
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n • • , _> J i * J 3 7 » 3 8 

collisionai decay rates and are neglected. 

From processes (5)-(13) first order differential rate equations may 

be written for each level N.(t). This is done in two parts. First, the 

coupled equations describing J. and \>~ are solved to give their time 

dependence. Then assuming v and v- act as a single reservoir the time 

dependences of 2v„ and v„ are obtained. For all of the analyses it is 

assumed that the excited population is small so that the ground state 

population can be treated as constant. 

The equations for the stretching levels are simplified by defining 
k 3 = (k^+Bk5)/(l + S) 

k* = <k_ + £10/(1+B) 3 5 4 

k4 = kA2 + k41 + \l + kiO 

S " k52 + k51 + k51 + k50 

t = k, ,/k... = exp:-(92 cm_1)hc/kTi = 0.64. (14) 
45 54 

Solving the coupled differential equations implied by (9)-(13) for 

excitation of level 5 gives 

N (0) -r t -r t 
N5(t) = f ^ | E e + e } (15) 

V 0 ) , -r t -r t 

" r l t 

N3(t) = N4(t) + Nj(c) = N5(0) e (17) 

where 
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rj = k 3[H 20] 

r2 = (k 5 4 + k A 5 + k 3)[H 20]. (18) 

Notice that k- is simply the weighted average of the rate constants 

for deactivation of v. and v„. In deriving (15) and (16) the assumption 
2 that (k c-k.) << 6.5 kr, k_ was made. The basis for this assumption is 5 4 54 3 

as follows. Without making the assumption one finds that 

[HO] , 
- " {k„+k,+kc/+kAQ ± (k^+k^Xl + x)-5} 2 l 5 4 54 45 " v 54 45' 

2(k 5 4-k 4 5)(k 5-k A) (k 5'k A) 2 

( k 5 4 + k 4 5 ) 2 ( k 5 4 + k 4 5 ) 2 

(k -k,) (k -k,) (1-6) higher\ 
r = [HO][k i—3 + J r— + order ) (19) 

4k 4(l+g) 4k54(1+6) term 

Clearly the 2nd term in (19) is larger than the 3rd. From the observa

tions that: (1) the v , v fluorescence decays as a single exponen

tial of the same rate whether v. or v_ is excited and (2) the v_ fluores

cence is smaller relative to the bending fluorescence than expected it is 

concluded that v - u coupling is rapid and a lower limit on k_. of 

10 ysec torr is estimated. In addition, k_ and k. are expected to 

be similar in magnitude and as will be shown later k_ = (k,+ k^)/(l+6) = 
- 1 - 1 2 

0.75 gsec torr . Thus a reasonable assumption is (k_-k.) /4k_.(l+6) <«. 
k~, yielding Equation (18). 
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The time dependence of the 2v„ population follows from Equations 

(6)-(8) and (17): 

('-k,[H,0]t -k"H,0]t\ 
e 3 2 - e

 2 2 ) (20) 

k 2 , (k 2 1 +k 2 ] +k 2 ( )) 

C 2 H N 5C0)!k 3 2/(k 2-k 3) I. 

The rate constant k„ gives the total deactivation rate of 2*>?. The rate 

constant k is for overall transfer from the stretching reservoir to 

2 ' , the population weighted average of the v. -* 2v~ and v.-*-2u rate 

constants. 

r -k [H 0]t -k'BOlt -k rH Ojt-, 
N'j(t) = CjC^Ae + Be - (A+B) e J (21) 

:1 = ( 2 k2l"'' k21 ) 

A H ri + W(k -k )/C1l/(k -k ) 

W , (2k 3 1 + k 3 1)/k 3 2 

B = (k 2-kj) l . 

The rate constant k. ^ k 1 n gives the total decay rate of v„. The rates 

for transfer from the stretching re voir to give 2H,,0(v ) or H_0(v ) + 

H9C(0) are given by k_. and k 3 1, respectively. These are population -

weighted averages of the corresponding rate constants for v. and v.,. 
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The quantity W/2 is the ratio of the number of bending quanta produced 

directly in v» to those produced via 2v?. 

The ratio F of the integrated fluorescence from v to that from 2v_ 

is measured experimentally. Since the geometry, detector sensitivity, 

and filter transmission factors are nearly identical for u„ = 2 -* 1 and 

v = 1 -*• 0 fluorescence, 

F = (-J-) N (t)dt/(-L) I N (t)dt 
1 J 0

 2 io 

£)«.*'• 2W)/kj (22) 

where T. and T~ are the radiative lifetimes for u and 2v„. The value 

of F gives qualitative information on the channels through which energy 

flows. 

3. Results 
18 a. Relaxation Times in Pure H„ 0 

18 37 
Since H_ 0(v ) has a radiative decay about 14 times that of 

H„0(v.), the fluorescence from the stretching region is due almost entirely 

to the u population. However, the double exponential predicted by 
31 39 Equation 15 is never observed. Finzi et al. show that this is due 

to the fact that the equilibration of v. and v_ occurs faster than the 

time response of the ir detector. They set a lower limit for k<-, of 

10 ysec torr. The single exponential decays of v. fluorescence 

observed are thus a measure of k~. 

The measured decay times for the stretching vibrations from FinziTs 
31 data plus these experiments are plotted in Figure 14. The slope of 

this plot gives k~ - (7.5 + 0.7) x 10 sec" torr- . Uncertainties quoted 

are the standard deviations for a single measurement. 
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Figure 14. Inverse decay time vs pressure from H 9 0(v.) fluorescence 
experiments. 
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The 2v fluorescence traces analyze well as the double exponentials 

predicted by Equation (20). The slower decays yield a rate constant of 

(8.0 t 0.9) x 10 sec torr , equal to k- within experimental error. 

Thus the faster rise muse give k?, the rate of deactivation of 2v„. The 

data for the 2v_ rise times from these and Finzi' s experiments are 

plotted in Figure 15. The slope gives k_ = (3.0±0.A) x 10 sec torr 

The total bending fluorescence, i.e., the sum of 2v_ and y fluor

escence, is the sum of three exponentials as described by the sum of 

Equations (20) and (21). However, the experimental traces are well fie 

by double exponentials. Final's data gives a decay time of (8.! + O.i) x 

10 sec torr , in good agreement with the previously measured value 

of k . His data give a rate constant for the rise, denoted k. , of 

(2.0i 0.2) x 10 sec torr , significantly smaller than k . 

Two explanations for this must be considered. One is that the sum 

of the coefficients of the exp(-kJH 0!t) terms in Equations (20) and 

(21), weighted by the- appropriate radiative lifetimes, cancel. In this 

Another possibility is that the rate constants k and k- are close enough 

and the exp(-k IH~0 It) and exp(-k [H Ojt terms have amplitudes such that 

they combine to give an apparent single exponential over the 1 to 1.5 

decades for which the fluorescence signal is larger than the noise. 

To get limits on k. for the latter case an equation of the form 

Q = D exp(-k2FH2OJt) + Eexp (-kjCl̂ O it) 

was considered. The value of k„ was fixed at 3 x 10 sec torr , D 

and E were allowed to vary arbitrarily, and Q was required to appear to 

be a single exponential of rate k. within the scatter of the data. 
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18 Figure 15. Inverse risetirae vs pressure for H 0(2v_) fluorescence 
experiments. 
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Allowing all possible combinations of D and E gave 1.8 x 10 sec torr-

< k. < 3 x 10 sec torr . It should be noted that all values of k. 

between these limits could be made to fit the above requirements. For 

k. < 1.8 x 10 sec torr Q could no longer be made to appear to be a 

single exponential. The value of k_ was chosen as an upper limit because 

k_ is expected to be larger than k. due to cortributions from the nearly 
• 40 41 

resonant V-+V channel and the expectation that k ? > k ] 0. For HC1 * 
42 43 and HF * 2-<• 1 relaxation rates are much larger than 1-> 0 rates. 

b. y,» v_ Quenching in Mixtures 

Deactivation rates for the v., v- level by N , 0 , and CO 

were determined. The contributions to the observed rate constant k , 
obs 

or observed lifetime T , were calculated from 
obs 

k ob S • X / P Tobs • Y o V o + VSr ( 2 3 ) 

where p is the total pressure, X_ the mole fraction of water, X^ the 

mole fraction of the collision partner, k„ . the self-deactivation rate 
H2° 

constant, and lc. the rate constant for deactivation by M. When 1/p T 

VB 1L is plotted for a series of measurements the intercept gives k_ 

and the slope gives (k - lcj . 

Figures 16-18 give the results for N„, 0_, and CO respectively. 

The measured rate constants for v., v^ deactivation by N„ and 0_ are 
4 4 - 1 - 1 

(1.5 10.4) x 10 and (1.110.4) x 10 sec torr , respectively. In 

addition the self-deactivation rate constant gotten from rhe slopes 

agrees with that from the pure water measurements within experimental 

For CO,, the deactivation rate constant is much faster, 1.1 x 10 

sec torr . This is most likely due to the possibility of near-resonant 

V-t-V transfer to C02(10°l), C02(02°l), or perhaps C02(00°1). However, 
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Figure 16. Plot of 1/pT vs H„ 0 mole fraction for the H„ 0(^_) 
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Figure 17. Plot of 1/pi vs h„ 0 mole fraction for the H„ 0(•--_) 
fluorescence in 0„ mixtures. 
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Figure 18. Plot of 1/pT vs H '°0 mole fraction for the H 2 0(\Jj) 
fluorescence in CO mixtures. Slope = 0.55 usee 
torr" ; intercept = 0.11 usee torr . 
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th.- sel f-deact:'vaLion rate constant gotten from the slope, 5.4 x 10 

sec torr , is low compared to the value from pure water. A model 

which .'ill owed for reversible V->V transfer between the CO. and H 0 ( J , j ) 

V,IM tr iod u.s i ng the known CO se If-quenching rates, but this failed to 

account for the decreased slope. Tt should be noted that for all of 

thfsi- mixture- experiments the cooled sidearm on the fluorescence cell 

contained frozen water. It is possible that when the C0_ was added i t 

formed a chemis .jed laver on the surface of the ice and lowered the 

I!./1 partial pressure, thus Jecreasing the slope of the 1/pT vs X^ „ plot. 

Whatever the effect, in the limit X^ n ~*" 0 t n e intercept will give k 

so the value obtained from Figure 18 is certainly correct to within 

t 507.. 

c. Relative Intensity Measurements 

to the total number emitted by H_0(2v ) , defined as F in Equation (22), 

was measured for pure H„ 0. The H 0(,J area was taken as the difference 

between the observed total bending and bending overtone areas. F was 

found to be 0.84 + 0.16, where the uncertainty is chosen to include the 

full range of experimental values measured at 0.086, 0.113, 0.144, and 

0.179 torr. The primary source of the uncertainty in F is due to varying 

absorption and thus fluctuating fluorescence intensities. At too high a 

pressure self-absorption of the v„ fluorescence would cause an error in 
31 the measured F value. Finzi found that the total bending fluorescence 

intensity increased linearly with pressure up to about 0.2 torr. This 

shows that below 0.2 torr self-absorption is not important. 

Using Equatioi, v.̂ 2) we can write 
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2 k 2 1 + k 21 2 k

3 ' + k 

£*-(»• 2k^ 2k 

For the radiative lifetime ratio we use the harmonic oscillator approxi

mation t. = 2T„. The maximum value of k./k_ is unity and of the experi

mentally observed F is 1.0. Thus, the rhs of Equation (24) is clearly 

less than 1.0 and may be as small as 0.40. The lhs of Equation (24) 

consists of two important branching ratios for the energy flow. The 

first is the fraction of bending quanta transferred out of 2v. which 

appear in ^ ?. It is by definition less than one. The second is the 

branching ratio for the production of bending quanta in v„ vs 2v by 

in turn less than 1.0. Thus, we may deduce unambiguously that at least 

one-half of the bending quanta are initially produced in the 2v_ level. 

Experiments give us no direct determination of the relative magni

tudes of k„ , k ? 1, or k_n. In most molecules we would safely assume 

that the V+V rate would be very much greater than the V-*T,R rates and 

thus k ? ] >> k„., k-_. For water it seems more likely that k„. > k_ . . 

This follows from the fact that the experimental value of k... is at 

least half that of k„. Even for water it seems safe to assume that the 

2 -* 1 V-*T,R rate would be greater than the 1 -*• 0 rate, i.e., k„. > k.-.. 

With the large cross section, the V-*V and the 2*0 V-»-T,R processes might 

take a bit away from the 2-• 1 cross section, but ordinarily we might 

expect k„. - 2k.,.. Thus, we presume k ? ] i k]f. > 1.8 x 10 sec torr , 

and therefore k ? ] > — k?. This limits the first ratio on the lhs of 

Equation (24) to values between 1/4 and 3/4. The upper limit for the 

second ratio is then 3/4 and the lower limit remains zero. Thus, we may 

conclude that the dominant relaxation channel is transfer from the 



stretching vibrations to the bending overtone vibration, followed by 

sequential V-T.R transfers of bending quanta. 

18 ('. Temperature Dependence of 1I_ 0 -j, , j - and 2,. Quenching 

1. Kxperimental 

For these studies a newer, higher energy Nd:YAG pumped OPO system 

was used. Bt-cause of the increased energy and bandwidth of the OPO 

output, scat tered 1 ight was more of a problem, and it wasn't possible to 

extract rate constants from „„ fluorescence. However, by analyzing 2 ,_ 

emission as described previously, it was possible to measure both the 

.' , v and 2 .„ quenching rate constants. 

The Kd:YAf; used to pump the OFO was a Raytheon model SS4Q4 and 

provides up to 250 mJ/pulse TEM at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The 
oo 

output has a pulse width of 10 nsec FWHM and a spectral bandwidth of 

0.15 cm . Typical Nd:YA(". laser pumping energies ranged from 140 to 180 

m.J/pui se. 
44 The OPO is of the general design described by Brosnan and Byer. 

Fnr these experiments the total OPO output was 5-10 mj/pulse, implying 

about 2-4 m.J/pulse at the 3839.8 cm idler frequency used to pump 

H ? 0(v ). This is the same strong transition used in the previously 

described room temperature measurements. The bandwidth of the idler is 

0.15 c~ and the pulse duration 10 nsec FWHM. An etalon in the OPO 

cavity allows convenient fine tuning over a 1.5 cm free spectral range. 

The idler frequency was set approximately using a SPEX 3/4 m raono-
18 chromator. A spectrophone cell containing 4 torr of H„ 0 was used to 

tune the OPO into resonance with the v absorption line. The reflected 

OPO beam from the fluorescence cell was passed through the spectrophone 

cell, and then the 0P0 was fine tuned to give maximum acoustic signal. 
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For all data taking the total 0P0 output was used. To insure that the 

signal wasn't absorbed, a Ge flat that completely blocked the signal and 

partially transmitted the idler was placed in front of the spectrophone. 

The maximum acoustic signal occurred at the same frequency with and with

out the Ge flat. 

Because of the higher 0P0 output within the bandwidth of the 

absorption it wasn't necessary to use the short multiple pass fluorescence 

emploved in tht room temperature measurements. This greatly simplified 

the hot cell design, which was essentially the same as that used for the 

NH. studies (see Fig. 2). The only difference was a reduction of the 

length to l* cm. 

For the low temperature measurements a Lauda K-4/R recirculating 

bath with isopropanol was used. For high temperatures an oil bath was 

heated using a 750 W heating coil and vibration isolated stirrer. 

Temperature control was provided by a Fernwall #17000-0 Thennoswitch. 

Since the cell was 4 m from the 0P0, lenses, 5 cm in diameter f/40 

and f/20 of CaF?, were used to give a beam diameter of 3 no at the 

fluorescence viewing region. The same collection optics, ir detector 

and signal averaging system as that described previously were used. 

However, the wide pass filter was replaced by a long pass filter with a 

2080 cm cut on frequency. 

The fluorescence cell plus the glass and Apiezon-N grease manifold 

to which it was connected could be pumped to 10 torr. There was no 

cooled sidearm on the fluorescence cell, and mixtures were prepared the 

same way as described for the NH- experiments. The gas purities were the 

same as given previously. 
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2. [Jesuits and Analysis 

To I'ximrt deactivation rate constants from 2J fluorescence, the 

same method of analvsis as that for the room temperature studies was used. 

s i ngl e rising ,-jnd i al 1 i ng exponentials. The 293 K studies of pure H 0 

showed i h.'U the rate constant derived from the r ise is the 2 v„ deac ti-

oonst.jju . 

'IfJ insure t hat the interpretat ion of the rise and fall was madv 

correet 1 y as th*.- temj)erature was changed, measurements in pure water were 

made at 250 • 'J K, 274 ± 'j'K, '350 i 3'K, and 600 ± 4'K. Decreasing the 

temperature below 293 K increased both the rise and fall rate constants, 

but thi-y never came close in magnitude. Similarly, as the temperature 

was increased nhnvc 293'K, both the rise and fall decreased but never 

overlapped. Thus we can conclude that over the temperature range of 

250 K to 400 K the rising exponential gives the 2^_ deactivation rate 

constant and the falling exponential gives the v , J„ deactivation rate 

constant. The raw data is shown in Figures 19 and 20. The rate constants 

at each temperature are calculated by averaging the results of all samples 

at that temperature. The lines in Figures 19 and 20 are drawn such that 

their slopes give these average values and their intercepts are zero. 

Once the pure water rate constants were determined it was possible 

to measure the temperature dependence of the He and Ar deactivation rate 
31 constants. In the previous room temperature studies, where it was 

possible to observe both v_ and 2u„ fluorescence, it was shown that the 

deactivation of v , v_ by Ar was significantly slower than deactivation 

of 2v_ by Ar. In this case, for any mixture of Ar and H-0, the rise of 
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Figure 19. Temperature dependence of H_ 0(v y ) deactivation: 
- 1 - 1 • - 250 K, slope = 1.4 usee torr ; + - 274 K, slope = 

1.0 psec torr ; A - 350CK, slope = 0.59 usee torr ; 
x - 400'K, slope = 0.48 psec torr 
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Figure 20. Temperature dependence of H 9 0(2v„) deactivation: 
-1 -1 

• - 250' K, slope = A.5 usee torr ; + - 27A°K, slope = 
3.8 usee" torr ; A - 350°K, slope = 2.5 usee torr ; 
x - 400'K, slope = 1.9 usee torr 
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the 2v fluorescence gives the sum of processes that deactivate 2v„ and 

To determine the He and Ar deactivation rate constants the following 

procedure was used. First a few relaxation rates were measured in 

mixtures with mole fractions such that the relaxation was predominantly 

K_0 self-relaxation. As with pure H_0 the rise gives the 2v„ relaxation 

time and the fall the v., v» relaxation time. Then four to six measure

ments were made at low mole fractions and they were analyzed assuming 

the rise still gave 2v_ relaxation times and the fall gave v., v„ 

relaxation times. Using all these points a 1/pT vs L . plot was made 

for both the rise and fall data. If the interpretations of the rise and 

fall were correct the plots should be linear with slopes giving the 

appropriate self-relaxation time. Figure 21 shows such a plot for the 

He data at 250°K. Clearly, the only consistent picture results from the 

interpretation used. If at the low X^ points one reverses the inter

pretation of the rise and fall, th* result is a v., v„ se1f-relaxation 

rate constant that is a factor of 2 too slow and a negative rate constant 

for 2v» relaxation by He. Such analyses for He or Ar at 250 ± 3 K, 

296 + 2°K, and hOO t 4°K showed that for all X_̂  the correct interpre

tation is to assign 2v_ relaxation to the rise and v., v_ relaxation to 

the decay. The raw data is displayed in Figures 21-26. The reported 

buffer gas rate constants were calculated as in the NH- experiments, with 

only low X_ points being used and corrections made for self-relaxation 

using the rate constants measured from pure water samples. 

The uncertainties reported are calculated in two ways. For the 

self-relaxation rate constants the pressure was monitored continuously 

and changed <2% for all experiments. In this case the usual statistical 
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Figure 21. Resul ts of analysis of H_ 0(2 \.̂ ) fluorescence in He-
mixtures at 250"'K. + - from decav times, k,, = 2.1 x 

-3 -1 -1 H e 

It) usee torr . • - from rise times, k., = < U x 
-3 -1 -1 d e 

10 usee torr 
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rigurt- 22. Results nf analyses of H„ 0(2--) fluorescence in Ar mixture-!-, 
- 3 - 1 at 2 50'K. + - from decav t iroes. k, = 1.1 x 10 usee 

-1 ' A r -3 -1 -1 
torr . • - from ri.se times, k = 7.6 x 10 usee torr 
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Kifcur*- Z'i. Re sul t s of anal vs i s of H 0(2 „ ) f luorescenre in He mixtures 
-i -1 .it l'-i(> K. + - from decay times, k u = 2.1 x 10 ^sec 

-1 -2 -1 -' torr . • - from rise times, k,, = 1.0 x 10 ijsec torr He 
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Figure '.'•'*. !:«••.H!' <>l ;nrily,is of IL, ()f^..,J f 1 u'ireM't-n< e in Ar mixture-. 
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Figure 2'i. Results of analysis of H„ 0(2> ) fluorescence in Ar mixtures 
- 3 - 1 at 400 K. + - from decay times, k = 1.7 x 10 usee 

-1 -2 -1 -1 tnrr . e - from rise times, k. = 1.8 x 10 *jsec torr Ar 
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ana]vsi s is appropr iate and the uncertai nt i es reported represent one 

standard deviation. Th<- He and Ar measurements are subject to the same 

pnss i h1c syst emat i (• errors desc rihed for the NIL measurements, and 

unrer I a i nt ies *.%•<• re est i ma Led in the same manner . In this case .". (1 /p * >' s 

were est i ma ted in be ±10?' (;i ] arger val ue than for N'H because of 

imn-ased unte r t.i i n t y in analyzing double exponentials) and the 

\k 's were the one standard deviation described above. The .'./' 's 

were est imat ed I <• be ±10/. by a compar i son of the sel f-deact i vat ion rate 

const ant % obt.a i m-d f rom pure w.iti-r samp 1 es to those <»bt a i ned from 

mi XL ii res . The average di f f ere nee between the sel t '-: elax.it i on rate 

constants from pure water and those from the slopes of Figures 21-28 

•*•.!••• f - i u n d t M '••• l n - " ' . 

A summarv of the II0 o dead ivat ion rate constants and their 

uncertai lit i es are given in Tab! es III and IV. The imp 1 i cat ions of thest-

results will be taken up in the next chapter. 

http://elax.it


Table 111 

iv.u-t iv.-i: icui »1' II, 0 ( . 

H ;
1 8 O 2 50 

293 

400 

He 250 

296 

400 

Ar 250 

296 b 

400 

N2 293 

°2 293 

CO, 293 

T_("J0 kd i s i ' c " 1 t o r r " ' ) _k (ym' mo ley l i e ' ''.see"' ) "(.>)'' I';,_ 

1.4 t 0.14 (3.5 i 11.351 x ' 0~ " 4 . •' O.JO 

0.75 • 0.7 (2.2 * ().:) y I 0 ~ " 2.7 0.11 

0.48 • 0.05 (2.(1 t 0.2) :•: Id"" 2.2 0.088 

l2.1 t 0.8) x 1 0 _ 3 (5.4 * 2.1) >: lo" 1" 4.4 x 10" 

(2.1 t 0.5) x 1 0 - 3 (6.4 • 1.5) :•: 10" 1 " i.h x in"' 2.3 x K)" 

(1.8 t 0.5) x 1 0 - 3 (7.3 t 2.0) >: 1 0 - 1 " 4.ft x 1 0 - 3 2.3 x 10 _ 

(1.1 I 0.4) x 10~ 3 (2.8 t 1.0) :•: 1 0 " 1 4 4.5 x 1 0 ~ 3 1.8 x 1(T 

(2.0 • 0.5) x 10~3 (6.2 t 1.5) :•: 10~ 1 4 8.8 x 10 - 3 

(1.7 1 0.5) x 10~3 (7.0 t 2.0) >: 1 0 " U 8.8 x 10 _ 3 

(1.5 ± 0.4) x 10~2 (4.6 ± 1.2) >: 10" 1 3 6.4 x 10 - 2 2.3 x lo"3 

(1.1 t 0.4) x 10~2 (3.3 1 1.2) :< in" 1 3 4.6 x 10~' 

0.11 ± 0.05 (3.3 ± 1.6) s 1 0 - 1 2 O.J5 1.0 x 10"2 

Calculated using the molecular diameters d = 2.8 A, d = 2.24 A, d = 2.86 A, d = 3.15 A, 
d n = 2.93 A, and d = 3.92 A. o = k/v. 2° H e A r N 2 
°2 L U 2 

This value is smaller than that reported in Reference W , but these measurements were done 
under conditions where it could be more accurately measured. 
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IV a c t iv . i t ion i-f H, . ' I . ' . ,1 

T T K ) k l u s o c t o r t )_ k (cm n o l e c u . c 
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400 (1.1 t 0.3) X _7 
io • (4.4 • 1.(1) x 10" 

Ar 250 (7.6 t 1.5) X u.-J (2.0 t 0.4 > x 111' 

296 (1.1 * 0.2) X 0 
10 " (3.2 • 0.7) x 10 

400 (1.8 ± 0.3) X lo" 2 (7.6 • 1.4' x 10' 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCISSION 

A . J lit r • 'd'j. t 1 o n 

i':; t h i.-- fin.-il i !i;i;iii;r the implications of the measurements just 

'!• s, r i ••'• i w ; 1 ! he d i sciissed . In Sec t ions B and C compar isons will he 

Ciijf to other measurements of the same rates, to rates for similar 

'•'.'stf^ , ant.! \ o t ht-nret i m l pred i et i ons . Next Sect ion D will f ol 1 ow 

with an a;i;. 1 i ca t ion of the temperature dependenc es observed to H^u 

v.-ip'-r 1 aser opt i tr. i ?u t i on . In Sec t i on K we will show that a scheme for 

11,} i Jet ei-1 i on .it h i gh a 11 i tudes by looking at sunlight induced i r 

appl i - ;:: ion oi U.}i i ( . , . ) 'juench ing by CO to understanding the ir 

emi ss i i -n from Mars and Venus . Sect ion C. summar i zes this work and 

suggest.L areas of interest for further research. 

B. Comparison to Other Measurement <•-

Manv attempts have been made to measure the relaxation rate of H_0 
45 46 f - r)) with actt'is t ic techniques . In pure water the vibrational 

re laxation is st rongly masked bv the much larger rotational relaxation 

and classical sound absorption. in measurements of a few percent of 

H.,0 in 0^ the vibrational relaxation is moved to sufficiently low fre

quency and the vibrational heat capacity is sufficiently large (due to 

the 0^ which V-»V exchanges rapidly with the H„0) that raoderatelv 

accurate measurements can be made. Bass and Shields find energ> 

transfer probabilities cf 0.20 _ 0.05 in the temperature range 3O0-500°K. 

Their room temperature rate k._ - 1.3 i 0.3 usee torr is not far 

from the lower limit established here. The manv other data which have 



gained considerable self-consistency over the years (k ] n - 0.15 usee 
-I 45 torr ) are completely incompatible with the laser fluorescence results. 

Such slow decay rates would have been easily observable by laser 

fluorescence. 
47 Kung and Center have measured the relaxation of v„ by H„0, He, 

Ar, and N_ in a shock tube experiment covering the temperature range 

1800-4 100f'K. Their experiment is not sensitive to the value of k and 

shows only that it is within an order of magnitude of k]f.. The observed 

temperature independence of pi would imply energy transfer probabilities 
h proportional to T . This variation is, however, too small compared to 

experimental uncertainties to be significant. The observed probabilities 

at high temperature are essentially the same as found here for room 

temperature. 
2 In a recent study of the quenching of Br(4 P,/-,) by H_0 Hariri 

48 and Wittig used the resulting H.O (v , v ) fluorescence to measure the 

total self-quenching of K O (v , v-i^- They report a value of 1.0 ± 0.3 
-1 -I 2 

usee torr . In a similar study of the quenching of 1(5 P. ,J by H O , 
49 Grimley and Houston find an H„0 (v., v_) self-relaxation rate of 0.77 ± 

0.09 usee torr . Both of these results are at room temperature and 

compare with the value of (0.75 + 0.07) usee torr obtained here. 

Thus all of the direct measures of H_0 (v , v.) self-deactivation are in 

quite good agreement. 

Most of C;he recent room temperature measurements of Nil, (v„) self̂ _ 

relaxation by acoustic techniques are in reasonable agreement with that 

reported here, considering the difficulties cf large corrections for 

classical absorption and rotational relaxation. Lambert and Salter saw 

no sound velocity dispersion over the f/p range they studied and thus 
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concluded k > 1.1 usee torr . Cottrell and Matheson did similar 
9 measurements and report similar results. Jones et al. measure both 

velocity dispersion and absorption at larger f/p values. By fitting 

their results with the same relaxation time for both rotational and 

vibrational relaxation they obtain a value for k,„, of 1.8 usee torr , 

but report no uncertainties. Of the recent measurements by acoustic 

techniques, the value of ~ 0.22 usee torr for Ic-, by Strauch and 
8 Decius from the velocity data is the furthest from that reported here. 

Bass and Winter measure k from 300°K to 773°K. At 300°K they 
-1 -1 

report a value of 0.73 usee torr . However, their estimated uncer
tainties in this value due to a 10% uncertainty in the absorption meas
urements include values ranging from 0.45 usee torr to 1.8 psec 

torr . They note that the difference between their result and that of 
9 Jones et al. can be largely attributed to the different methods used 

to extract relaxation times from absorption data. Their values of k 
-1 -1 c 3 

decrease monotonically as T is increased to 0.45 usee torr at 773 K. 

Their uncertainties at 773°K include values from 0.35 to 0.6 usee 

torr . Thus, although they report a probability of deactivation of 0.1 

over the entire 300°K to 773°K range, their uncertainties include the 

values of Table TI. 

An infrared-ultraviolet double resonance technique used by 

Ambart2umian et al. to study the room temperature V-̂ TjR rate of NH_ (v.) 
-3 -1 -1 -2 gave values of k, and k- of 7.0 x 10 usee torr and 1.1 x 10 6 Ar 0 

-1 -1 usee torr , in good agreement with those reported here. However, 

their value of k.„, was 0.69 * 0.15 usee torr , almost a factor of 

two slower than found here. An error in their NH_ pressures could lead 

to a significant change in the k-,„ value- without significantly affecting 

the 1^'s. 
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C. Comparison to Other Systems and to Theory 

1. H O and NH ^ 2 

A comparison of v ? V-T,R deactivation rates in the systems H„0, DO, 

H.S, D-S, NH-., and ND» illustrates the effects that hydrogen bonding and 

rotaLiun have on vibrational relaxation. Table V gives the results of 

some exper imental measurements of the rates for these systems. H_0 and 

NH„ have strong hydrogen bonds of 3.5-5.6 and 2.8-4.5 kcal/mole, 

respectively, and deactivate quite rapidly. Even though deactivation of 

H„0 requires converting ~600 cm more energy into translation and 

rotation, relaxation occurs more rapidly than for NH_. This could be 

due in part to stronger hydrogen bonding. In addition, though, the 

for NH . This rould be important in enhancing V-*R transfer. 

For H S, which interacts much less strongly than either H O or NH , 

the relaxation rates are more than an order of magnitude slower. The 

comparison between NH, and H.S is especially useful because in this case 

the rotational constants are quite similar. It is thus clear that hydro

gen bonding great ly enhances V-+T, R relaxation. 

A comparison of the hydride to deuteride relaxation rates in Table V 

indicates the importance of rotation in the relaxation process. In all 

cases the deuteride relaxes more slowly than the corresponding hydride. 
62 Such behavior has been observed for many hydride/deuteride systems 

whether or not they are hydrogen bond. Using a modified SSH calculation 

in which the rotational velocity replaces the translational velocity 

Moore is able to show the importance cf V-*-R transfer for several sys

tems. In this model it is their higher velocity of rotation that causes 

the hydrides to relax more rapidly. In addition, from this model one 
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Table V 

Comparison of vJ„ V-»-T,R Relaxation for Some 
Polyatomic Hydrides and Deuterides at Room Temperature 

- 1 - 1 a -1 
Molecule k(^sec torr ) P v^ frequency(cm ) Reference 

H 2
1 8 0 1.8 - 3.0 0.28-0.47 1588 This work 

D 20 1 .0 0.16 1179 50, 51 

NH 1.3 0.14 950 This work 

ND 3 0.16 0.020 749 7 

H 2S 0.048 0.0060 1290 52 

D 2S 0.018 0.0023 934 51 

i' = k/k , and k , calculated using d u _, = d = 2.80 A, d 
gk gk " H 20 D 20 NH 3 

dND " 3 " 1 7 X - a" d d H 2 S " d D 2 S " 3 - 5 9 ^ 
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would expect that the relaxation rates increase with increasing temper
ature. This is seen to be the case for weakly interacting molecules 

63 

However, as is seen from the NH data in Table II and the data on 

HC1 and HF, the J-*T,R relaxation rates of hydrogen bonding systems 

show negative temperature dependences near room temperature. In recent 

calculations on HF vibrational relaxation, to be discussed further in 

the next section, the importance of orbiting collisions in inducing 

vibrational energy transfer is shown. * The negative temperature 

dependence observed can be explained as being due to a decrease in the 

number of orbiting collisions as the average relative kinetic energy is 

increased. It is interesting to note that such orbiting collisions can 

be useful in explaining the relaxation properties of any system where 

the intermolecular attractions are larger than the average kinetic 

rtf T 2 energy. Tusa et al. recently studied the vibrational relaxation of I 

in the v' = 14 level cf the B state by He in r. supersonic jet. The 

collision energies are low, only fluorescence from v' = 14 and v' = -3 

could be observed, and the population in v' = 13 is larger than can be 

accounted for by a forced oscillator deactivation mechanism. They are 

able to fit their data by assuming that only very low energy collisions 

are involved, with the implication being that orbiting resonances or 

raetastable complexes dominate the relaxation process. 

The role of rotation is not as clear for relaxation processes in 

which such orbiting collisions occur. It is possible that the conversion 

of vibrational energy into rotation with the minimum possible AJ enhances 

the transfer probability. In this case, one would expect the hydrides 

to relax faster than deuterides. Whether this or some difference in the 
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collision dynamics causes the deuterides to relax more slowly isn't 

clear at this time. 

Shin has investigated the V^T,R rates for NH. (v ) and H O (v ) 

u.-.ing a V-+T and a V-*-R model. The V+T model assumes energy transfer 

occurs at preferred orientations. The importance of rotation discussed 

above indicates a V-*-T model is inappropriate, and the V+R model fails 

to predict the strong inverse temperature dependence we observe for N"H_. 
21 In a recent calculation Shin considers the relaxation of H 90 (v ) 

through format ion of weakly bound complexes. His room temperature result 

is on]y about 30% slower than the lower limit established here, and he 

finds the expected negative temperature dependence. However, the aver

age rotational period of a water molecule is at least a factor of two 

less than a typical nonorbiting collision time. The idea of a complex 

of defined geometry transferring energy into oscillatory modes seems 

unrepresentative of the collision dynamics involved. 

2. H 20 ( v r J3) and H 2 0 <2v 2) 

The stretch-to-bend V-+V transfer probabilities may be compared to 

those for some other svstems. For CH., Hess and Moore find that 
4 

p^n -»i ~" p^,, * • A s s e e n f r o m Table III we find P„ _ ,, n >> P u _ K , m.-ul! CH,-Ar H o0-H„0 H„0-Ar' 

illustrating the importance of hydrogen bonding in enhancing V-*-V as 

well as V-*T, R rates. McGarvey et al. have studied the deactivation of 

HCN' (J ) . They find the C-H stretch is coupled to the other modes with 

P = 9 x 10 . The importance of hvdrogen bonding is again illus-HCN—HCN 
trated by their result that P„„,., . -: 10 . The smaller probabilities 

HCN-Ar r 

compared to H_0 may result from the smaller rotational constants of HCN 

and the consequently increased difficulty of transferring the energy 

discrepancy into rotation. In light of this possibility it should be 
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noted that they also find that P = P u n x T „ over the full 2A0°K -J HCN-HF HCN-DF 
450°K temperature range of their measurements. This indicates that it 

is the ability of the excited molecule to undergo efficient V-*R transfer 

that is most important. Further evidence of the importance of rotation 

in the stretch-to-bend processes is seen in the results of Grimley and 

Houston. They find a room temperature probability for D„0 stretch 

deactivation that is a factor of 3 slower than that found for H_0. 

There are further similarities in the deactivation of H 90 and HCN 

stretches. HCN deactivation shows the same negative temperature depen

dence seen for H„0. In addition, by also observing the decay of HCN (v_) 

fluorescence, McGarvey et al- conclude that the stretch-to-bend coupling 

is slower than the bend V-»-T,R rate, just as wa seen for H_0. This 

indicates that multiquantum V-̂ V transfers are less efficient than V-»-T,R 

transfers of relatively large amounts of energy in these strongly inter

acting systems. 

As was mentioned earlier, Poulsen et al. and Billing and Poulsen 

have calculated the V-*V and V-*-T,R rates of energy transfer for HF from 

v= 1 to v = 7 over a wide temperature range. The calculation treated 

rotation and translation classically, explicitly accounted for orbiting 

collisions, and used an ab initio SCF HF-HF potential energy surface. 

Their findings are in qualitative agreement with a number of features 

observed in the H.O system. For the temperature dependence of HF (v= 1) 

relaxation they find the experimentally observed negative temperature 

dependence near room temperature that goes through a minimum near 1000°K 

and then begins to increase. For H.O, HCN, and NH_ relaxation the nega

tive temperature dependence has been observed but the measurements don't 

go to high enough temperatures to see where a minimum might occur. The 
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47 fact that Kung and Center see a high temperature (1800 K - 4100 K) 

probability for H O (v ) deactivation close to the room temperature value 

shows that such a minimum most probably occurs. 

As mentioned previously, the calculation shows the importance of 

orbiting collisions. They show that roughly half of the vibrational 

deactivation of HF (v= 1) at 300DK is a result of orbiting collisions. 

They also find orbiting collisions greatly enhance V-*V transfer rates. 

Though orbiting collisions are shown to be important, the calculation 

plus experimental data indicate that the participation of long-lived 

collision complexes in which energy randomization occurs is not 

important. In the calculation, multiquantum transition probabilities 

were calculated for HF (v= 3) and found to be negligible. Douglas and 

Moore have experimentally studied HF (v=3, 4) relaxation. They find 

that within experimental error all of the HF (v-4) deactivates to 

HF (v=3). As discussed in Section III.B.3.C, H-0 (v , v.) deactivates 

predominantly to H_0 (2v„), showing that energy randomization has not 

occurred. 

A final point of comparison is the relative magnitude of V-+T,R and 

V+V rates. Billing and Poulsen conclude that at 300°K HF (v=2) de

activation is 42% V-+T.R and for HF (v = 3) is 63% V->-T,R. This is in 

spite of the large V-»T,R energy discrepancies compared to V-'-V processes. 

Our observation that H_0 (2v ) deactivates predominantly by a V->T,R 

process is in qualitative agreement with their conclusions for HF. 

D. Effect of Rate Constants on Laser Operation. 

As mentioned in Chapter I the temperature dependence of H„0 v. , v 

and 2v deactivation is important in determining the optimum operating 
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laser oscillates on transitions from the stretching levels to the 2v. 
25 12 

level. Sar/jeant et al. have measured relaxation times for the gain 

in an electrically excited H-0 laser. They report rate constants of 0.35 

and 0.72 i.sec torr for transitions from v_ and v., respectively. 

The temperature was thought to be 600°K. In a very rough approximation 

the rates correspond to k„ (or perhaps to k- and k,) . Pichamuthu et al. 

have observed the exponential decay time of a laser pulse, very roughly 

equal to the lower level decay time, and found a rate constant of 0.5 

usee torr , which should correspond to the k. observed here. Thus 

the effective rates measured in the laser media vary from equal to those 

in Tables III and IV to a factor of six slower. Better agreement cannot 

be expected in view of the complicated kinetics of the laser medium. The 

very fast relaxation rates require rapid excitation and relatively low 

operating pressures. A necessary condition for continuous laser action 

is that the relaxation of the lower level be rapid compared to that of 

the upper level. Thus, it is reassuring that k„ is found to be greater 

than k„. Since k. is also found to be greater than k_, it may be pos

sible to obtain laser action on transitions to the bending fundamental 

level. 

There are several CW lines between v. or v. and 2v? on which the 

laser will oscillate. The problem of optimizing the CW laser transi

tions will be considered in terms of the model for a four level laser 
74 given by Yariv. It is assumed that level 4 is pumped and couples 

rapidly to level 3, which would be the v , \> manifold. Oscillation 

occurs between level 3 and 2. The rate constants k- and k_ represent 

the collisional deactivation of v., v. and 2v„, respectively. For 

simplicity it will be assumed that level 3 deactivates to level 2 
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exclusively. The spontaneous emission rates are much slower and can be 

ignored. The time dependence of levels 3 and 2 can then be written as 

dN„ 
= R, - k,N,N. - (N, N,) W, 

dN„ 
T T " R2 + k3 N3 Nl - k2 N2 Nl + ( N3 " g, "2' "32 IO W, 

where R ? and R„ are the pumping rates of levels 3 and 2 and 

(N., - g-,/g? N„) W_- is the stimulated emission rate. In electric dis

charge lasers some pumping of level 2 is unavoidable. Assuming N-., 

N 9 << N 1 and solving for steady-state conditions, i.e., dN_/dt = 

dN~/dt = 0 gives 

3 g 2 2 ss 

gjk 

k 3N T + W 3 2 

(25) 

where N. has been replaced by N , the total H_0 number density. When 

AN is below the threshold for oscillation, the cavity losses exceed ss 
the gain and there is zero oscillation energy density so that W = 0. 

When R„ is increased to the point that the cavity losses equal the gain 

the threshold population inversion, AN , is reached. Increased pumping 

won't increase AN, but will result in W-„ > 0 such that 

ANt = R/(k 3N T+W 3 2) (26) 

83 k3 
R 3 - g T k ; ( R 2 + R 3 ) is tha effective pumping rate. Thus for 

a given pumping rate such that AN is reached 

W 3 2 = R/ANt - k 3 N r (27) 
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The total power generated by stimulated emission, P , is given by 

P e = AN tVhvW 3 2 = ANtVhv(R/£Nt-k3NT) (28) 

where V is the oscillating volume. The output power will be propor

tional to P , so optimizing P with respect to temperature will 

optimize the laser output. 

In optimizing with respect to temperature the levels involved are 

sufficiently high that thermal populations can be ignored. From Tables 

III and IV it can be seen that k^/k is constant from 250°K to 4Q0°K, 

The rates R„ and R- are due either to direct electron impact or rapid 
72 

cascading from higher levels. Since in electric discharges the elec
tron temperature is much higher than the heavy particle temperature 
R„ and R„ may have only a weak dependence on the heavy particle tempera
ture. Thus R probably has only a weak temperature dependence. The 
other temperature dependent term in Equation (28) is k., which Table III 
shows decreases monotonically from 250°K to 400°K. Based on the analysis 
so far, the H_0 laser will be most efficient at elevated temperatures. 

Account should also be taken of the effect that temperature has on 

the gain due to changes in linewidth and rotational distribution. To a 

reasonable approximation, the gain y is inversely proportional to the 

linewidth. Assuming that the linewidth is primarily due to Doppler 
—ig broadening, then y a T and we have for the change in gain due to 

change in linewidth 

:(TT) *<V Y < V " 1 ^ 1 Y(T,). (29) 

To estimate the effect on the gain due to changing the rotational 

distribution as the temperature increases it will be assumed that only 
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the stretching levels are pumped by the electric discharge. For this 

case Y(T) « AN.(T), where N.(T) is the population of the initial rota

tional level in v , v.. Assuming a Boltzman distribution of rotational 

states and using the classical expression for the rotational partition 

function, the change in gain due to changing population of the initial 

rotational state can be written as 

v3/2 |© 4^W-h' ^ V - M T H exp| Ut I1T(T,) (30) 

where hv. is the rotational energy of the initial state. For the CW 

lines of interest, most of the v.'s are between 600 cm and 1000 cm 
I 

The combined effect due to linewidth and rotational population 

effects is just the product of the two effects. Combining Equations 

(29) and (30) gives 

Y(T2) = G ^ . T j J f d j ) " J I T " ) e x p m 2 rhwv 
k T l T 2 

Yt t j ) . (31) 

To see the effect, T, = 300CK and v. = 800 cm were used to calculate 1 l 
the values of G(T ,T ) for T equal to 400CK, 600°K, 800°K, ind 1000CK. 

The values are 1.5, 1.7, 1.6, and 1.3, respectively. It can thus be 

concluded that the optimum operating temperature would still be at 

elevated temperatures, with the exact temperature depending on how far 

beyond 400°K k» continues to decrease. 

A similar analysis should apply to the two-photon pumped NH_ laser 

that oscillates between 2v (-) and lv~(+). In this case only k has 

been measured. From Table II it is seen to be fasL and inversely 

proportional to temperature. However, by comparison to H_0 2v_ and v_ 

results one would expect k- for this laser to be faster than k_ and to 
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also show a negative temperature dependence. Again, elevated tempera

tures wou]d be expec ted to be more efficient, though thermal populat ions 

may cause the max imum to be reached at a lover temperature. 

I.. Anal ysi s of H„0 Detect ion Scheme 

It has been suggested that accurate water vapor concentration pro

files in the upper stratosphere and mesophere might be deduced from 
27 sunlight-inducfd emission at the 2.7 um J. wavelength. This section 

will consider the feasibility of such a scheme. The important parameter 

to estimate is the steady-state population of u due to pumping by 

absorption of sunlight and loss through collisions and spontaneous 

erri.ssion. Letting N„ bu the population of v we can writ'1 

dN, N 
"d JT = K - k3 Y I I O -77-1 k^3 NM 3 M 

M 
N the H O number density, i the v- iadiative lifetime, k' the de-

N~ and 0- are by far the main atmospheric constituents and at 296°K 

deactivate v. at nearly the same rate. The term £ ^YN^ will be replaced 
M M °2 N 2 M 

by simply k-TJ where k_ = (k + k- )/2 and N = N + N . 
At sceady-scate 

K 3 3 = R / ( k 3 N H 0 + k X + U l 3 y ( 3 2 ) 

To evaluate this, R must be estimated. This first requires estim

ating the solar intensity as a function of altitude. The range of 

interest is 40 km to 80 km. From 80 km outward the H„0 concentration is 

small enough that no significant absorption loss occurs. Using the data 



•iv -rai;'' i*„- . ̂ nc 1.-11 rat i on in t he ^O km to 80 km range 

.-••iJ i1- .) fun. ' ion r! altitude X bv 

JOJ 

N,. „<X) - ex;-" i^/bx 10"S(8x 10 6-X) + 20. <33) 

The si'lar flux intensitv 

with absorption rri^.s section "(.) can be obtained by 

'1 it I H L 

I , .< 

!, ( . ) t'xp 

• f - > : ,(>:> dx 

-X'=8.vl0 

,0 ,o*i , / : < ! * ' ° " 6 > < 8 * i o 6 - x ) . 2 o . 2 0 ) 
•(- X 10 )"(.)U' -V } 

(34) 

- n - 1 - 1 2 

when I is in (photons cm sec /cm ) , "(v) in era , and I p i^ the flux 

1: 20 *fT., The rate thaL molecul es are pumpe.' at a K ' v e n frequency and 

alii tude becomes 

dX H.O (35) 

lc 1"ind the pumping rate for a specific vibration-rotation transi

tion i une should put in the appropriate lineshape for o. (v) and inte

grate (35) fron .• = 0 to . = ""-. To avoid this we note that 

No. (v) dv - S. N (36) 
0 

where S. is a constant called the line strength and N the number density 

of absorber. A reasonable approximation that avoids integrating (35) is 

to replace " . ( J) by a constant value 0. such that 

0 . Av (37) 
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when- /., is the appropriate Hnewidth. For H O (...) transitions at the 

pressures of interest (*-2 torr) the Doppler width of 0.01 cm (FWHM; 

shou ] d be used. The- pump i ng ra**- for a specific vibration-rotation 

t rans i t inn H . can then b*- wr i ttcn as 

]i.(X) = I'.rx, , . ) / . . = - N f)(X)I(X, , . ) / . , (38) 

FJ55i ne ('Jft; K . was caIculared for a strong, medium, and weak • _ 

transition with cro*-s sections obtained from the data of Gates et al. 

11 shou] d be nn ted that S. and thus •;. are temperature dependent. The 

temperatures range from ISO'K at 80 km to 250''K at 60 km to 270'K at 
76 40 km. A constant temperature of 2 30 K, rough1y the median, was used 

to do the calculations. The R.'s at 40, 60, and 80 km are given for the 

three trans i! inns in T.ihl- VI. 

Finallv, N" can be estimated using (32). onsider the case of 

60 km where T - 250''K, N n -10 molecules/cm\ and N„ + N 
H 90 0 N 2 

15 3 2 -11 3 
7.2 x 10 molecules/cm . From Table III, k = 3.5 x 10 cm / 
molecule sec and a reasonable estimate of k_ is 3.5 x 10 cm /molecule 

5 3 
sec. Using the fastest pumping rate from Table VI of 10 molecules/cm / 

sec and T = 14 msec gives N ~ 40 molecules/cm . It should be noted 

that the dominant deactivation term is for collisions with 0_ and N„. 

Looking at a 10 cm bandwidth around the strong transition includes the 

medium line plus two slightly weaker lines and several weak lines. 

Assuming that this is the observed bandwidth then a reasonable estimate 
ss 3 

of the number of observable excited molecules is N_ ~ 100 molecules/cm . 

The question now becomes can this number density of excited molecules 

be observed? First we must consider how many photons can be collected 

by a detector of area A looking out into a cone of angle 6. For a 



H^Ctfv ) Pumping Rates as a Function of Altitude and Cross-Bee t ion 

2\ a „/ -» M / , , , 3. ,,,. . „ ,„.. molecules, 
o.v -n ) X( m) N (molecules/cm ) I(N, e. 1 R.(X)( •-- ) 

2 em sec 
40 

-17 J 

3.3x10 60 
80 

40 
-17 C 

1.0x10 60 
80 

40 2.0 x 1 0 " 0.79 I 
-17 d 

0.18x10 60 9.7 x 10 0.99 I 

2. ,0 X 1 0 1 1 

9. .7 X 10* 
4 .9 X 1() H 

2 .0 X io" 
9 .7 X ioy 

4 .9 X It) 8 

2. .0 X .o 1 1 

9 .7 X IO1* 
4 .9 X ioH 80 4.9 x 10 I Q 

aBased on Av = 0.01 cm ', T = 230"K. 

4_, - 3_, transition with v = 3838 cm 
c -1 
4 ] 4 - 3 transition with v. = 3835 cm . 
432 ~ 331 t r a n s l t i o n "1th v. = 3840 cm" . 

4. ,0 x i04 

1 . .1 X 105 

6. .') X 10J 

2 .3 x io5 

3 .9 x 10* 
•> .1 X 10 
1 .2 x 10 5 

7 .4 >: ioj 

0 .38 : < i o 3 

Based on L = 6.3 x 10 photons cm sec urn from Reference 71) . 
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single molecule a distance h from the detector where h -•- detector 

dimensinns t h>.-n F, Lhe frac t i on of phntons emi t ted that hit the detector 

F - A/^-Ii2. 

Now c onsi der a spherical shel 1 of th i rknes»s dh that is subtended by thu 

com.1 of base a rift 1 e ':. 'IIiu number of emi tters N in the shell is simply 

the volume of the shell times the number density of emitters or 

N " N S S 2-h (l-cos(^)Jdh. 

The total number of photons per second from the cone nf height H and 

an K 1 e '': t h en b i-i: ome s 

, f" NfAH 
, H . i - | FNE - - | — (!-«,,(,)) vm 

where i is the radiative lifetime. 
80 The final question is whether J„ can be detected. From Hudson H 

ft 

the normalized detectivity D for a detector is related to the signal^ 

to-noise S/N, detector area A, electrical bandwidth *.f, and power falling 

on the detector P by 
D * = i£N (AAD'2 (40) 

Using (39) and (40) the photon flux from the cone will give 

(S/N) = PD*/(AAf)^ = hv.lBD*/(A4f)'5 

h«D*N^SH , , „ 
- 2 ~ (jfY* O-cos(f)). (41) 



Using data from Santa Barbara Research Center a PbS detector of area 

0.16 cmt with D* ~ 6 x 10 cm(Hz)''/watt (2'" steradian f ield-of-view, 

295 K background) is a good choice. Assuming a detector (at an altitude 

of 60 km) looks parallel to the earth's surface into a cone of H = 10 km 

and b = 30c the altitudes observed range from s 7 km to 6'3 km. The PbS 

detector has its maximum D* at about 100 H2. By chopping the signal at 

this rate and using phase sensitive detection the effective Li can be 

reduced to 1 Hz. Using the average N" as the 100/cm value estimated 

for 60 km, T = 14 msec, and v = 3838 cm gives a (S/N)tl ,_ - 2C . 
J n - 1U 

Thi s Vfllup could be improved upon by dt-rreas i ng the noisp f l cld-of-view 

(2ir steradian black body was assumed) and using cooled narrow band 

filters to increase the D*. The actual background should be significantly 

less than a 295'K black body. Thus it seems that the H.O detection 

scheme is feasible. 

F. Implications for Planetary Atmosphere Studies 

The vibrational energy transfer rate from H O (v , v ) to CO (10 ]) 

or CO^(02 1) is of interest to astronomers studying ir emission from the 

atmospheres of Mars and Venus. Johnson et al. have reported observing 

strong 10 urn emission from the atmospheres of both of those planets due 

to nor—thermal population of CO-(00 1). They propose two possible 

mechanisms to account for this. One involves direct absorption of the 

near ir solar flux by C0„ followed by energy transfers to 00.(00 1). 

The other involves absorption of the near ir solar flux by H o0 followed 

by energy transfer to CO_. For this second mechanism to contribute 

significantly they estimate that a transfer efficiency from H-0 to 

CO-(00 1) near unity is required. Since the total cross section for 

quenching of H_0(v , \> ) by C0_ is two orders of magnitude less (Table 
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II.'), *t.i* sc'f.nij mt-r har, i sn described above cannot contribute signifi-

r - ,-i i J t ! ;.* to tic- n< p- i h'-rni.-ii CO (00 !) population. 

C \<>nr ! us i mis 

Tin- V -V and V -1 , V r<- laxat i on rates of low 1 y i ng vi brat iona1 1 eve Is 

of NH and H n h.'iv. In-in found to be quite f asi . The probabilities 

i' r se 1 f -re] ny.nl i on a I rrmn, t emperature are all greater than 0.1. 

Tab 1 <-s I I - IV summa rx/.v Liu- quench i ng rates t hat were measured . 

Comparisons to exper iimrit a 1 and theoretical studies of other strongly 

interact ing svstems revealed certain common features. The rates all 

show negative temperature dependences near room temperature. Deutcrides 

dear: t i vate more si owl y than hydr ides, indie at ing that rntat ion plays an 

i mportant rn h- in the vibrat iona1 relaxati on. Multi quantum V-V trans

fers are slower than V"T,R t ransfers, even though the energy discrepancy 

is much larger for the V-»T,R processes. Orbiting collisions seem to be 

quite important in causing the rapid relaxation rates. 

Further studies are needed to fully understand the processes in

volved. Measurements at higher temperatures would show whether the 

expected minima in the relaxation rates occur. It would be interesting 

to know if the stretch-to-bend coupling in NH_ is slower than the bend 

V+T.R rate, as was seen for H.O and HCN. Experimental and theoretical 

studies of the roLational state-to-rotational state rates could give a 

better understanding of the role that rotation plays in the relaxation 

rates. These are also the most difficult studies. Through them one 

could hope to begin to make useful predictions for the relaxation rates 

over a wide variety of conditions. 

http://ny.nl
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